
THE AUTHORS OPINION ON THE WORLD STATE PORTRAYED IN BRAVE

NEW WORLD A NOVEL BY ALDOUS HUXLEY

Huxley, Aldous - Brave New World - as a negative utopia - Alexandra Sirtl In , Huxley writes the novel "Brave New
World", which is released in . In contrary to positive utopias, the state of being just a part of society is not considered .
Huxley's opinion is represented neither by Mustapha Mond or any other.

A mob of tourists descends, much worse than the reporters. The rulers of the brave new world had put
pharmacologists and biochemists to work long before the action of the novel begins; in six years they had
perfected the drug. Its idiom belongs to the era it has notionally superseded. Most are expressed as
fundamental principles of the Utopia, the brave new world. It also broadens the range of stimuli an organism
finds rewarding. Hence millions of screwed-up minds, improvable even today by clinically-tested
mood-boosters and anti-anxiety agents, just suffer in silence instead. In fact, he knows less and is less
important than the Controller, as you see when he is surprised that the Controller dares to talk about two
forbidden topics- history and biological parents. They therefore "consume" transport in traveling to the
country to "consume" sports equipment. Mond issues orders to bring them back to London. Another satiric
Utopia was Samuel Butler's Erewhon ; the title is an anagram of "nowhere" , which made crime a disease to be
cured and disease a crime to be punished. In the words of the Resident Controller of Western Europe: "No
pains have been spared to make your lives emotionally easy - to preserve you, as far as that is possible, from
having emotions at all. The individual freedoms may be limited in the modern world, Huxley admits, but they
must be exercised constantly or be lost. Productivist visions of paradise are unrealistic if they don't incorporate
an all-important genomic revolution in hedonic engineering. Therefore religion also serves to satisfy the
people's needs. Bernard is physically small for an Alpha, and Fanny repeats a rumor that his small stature was
caused by someone adding too much alcohol to his blood-surrogate when he was an embryo. He is the only
character who can really compare the two different worlds, and it is through him that Huxley shows that his
Utopia is a bad one. This surprisingly common notion is ill-conceived. Many elite students developed a
readiness to make jokes with words and ideas. Their cortical representations have to be innervated by
limbically-generated emotions in the right way - or the wrong way - for them to seem nice at all. Unless they
are chemically subverted, such mechanisms stop most of us from being contented - or clinically depressed -
for very long. He is going to make a public announcement of Bernard's transfer to Iceland as punishment for
the "scandalous unorthodoxy" of his sex life, his refusal to behave like a baby and seek instant gratification.
But the chief emblem of Brave New World is the Feelies- movies that feature not only sight and sound but
also the sensation of touch, so that when people watch a couple making love on a bearskin rug, they can feel
every hair of the bear on their own bodies. Happiness and Great Art are allegedly incompatible. Instead of
making the sign of the cross, the Director makes the sign of the T, from the Model T Ford. If one wants to be
Master Of The Universe, then so be it: a chacun son gout. Huxley said that Brave New World was inspired by
the utopian novels of H. Within limits, plain "uppers" and "downers" are intelligible to us in their effects,
though even here our semantic competence is debatable - right now, it's hard to imagine what terms like
"torture" and "ecstasy" really denote. Instead, Huxley shows two contrary positions without giving a solution
to the resulting conflict. The clear implication of Brave New World is that any kind of drug-delivered
happiness is "false" or inauthentic. All our layers of cortical complexity conspire to help self-replicating DNA
leave more copies of itself.


